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Importance of
geographical
literacy noted

By Scott Sarno
Staff Writer
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A 15-acre hillside fire northeast of Johnson Avenue in San Luis O bispo Sunday afternoon w as controlled in about three hours
by city and C alifornia Division of Forestry firefighters. There were no injuries or property dam age. The fire was reportedly caused
by sparks ignited a fte r a kite or model airplane becam e entangled in a power line.

MEXICO IS OUR CIOSEST NEIGHBOR and
has played a big part in the history of the United
States. Yet, a survey found that 25 percent of high
school students tested in Dallas do not know that
Mexico is the country south of the border. Another
survey conducted at Cal State Fullerton found that
more than seven out of 10 students in geography
classes there could not find El Salvador on a map.
Results like these have prompted educators to
take a serious look at the importance of geography
education. In response to evidence that .American
students are geographieally illiterate, geography
has been making a comeback in public schools.
“ Our students are more illiterate in geography
than in anything else,” California School Superin
tendent Bill Honig said in a Los Angeles Times ar
ticle.
Congressman Leon Panetta (D-CaliO has co
authored a resolution which would designate the
week of Nov. 15 to 21, 1987, as Geography
Awareness Week. Already passed by both the
Senate and House, the measure is waiting for the
president’s signature.
“ Our educational system, from elementary
schools up to the graduate level, must place a
higher priority on this vital subject,” said Panetta.
“ It is my hope that the activities associated with
Geography Awareness Week will help provide a
greater understanding of this need.”
Barry Toiv, a spokesman for Panetta, said much
of the blame for problems in trade and foreign af
fairs is due to a misunderstanding of the world.
See G E O G R A P H Y , back page

Socialist candidate
offers voters a choice
By Lisa Bosio
Staff Writer

his 1988 presidential
anidaie doesn’t plan on
winning the election.
Willa Kenoyer, the Socialist
Party’s presidential nominee, just
plans to get the message of so
cialism to the American people.
“ The voters need to know that
they have choices,” Kenoyer told
about 25 people at the San Luis
Obispo Recreation Center last
1

Wednesday.
Kenoyer, a 53-year-old journal
ist from Shelby, Mich., was nam
ed the Socialist Party candidate
this year. She has recently moved
to Los Angeles, where her head
quarters are located. She’ll remain
there until the presidential elec
tion in 1988.
In her speech. Kenoyer em
phasized the need for a massive
restructuring of the American
Sec SO C IA L IST , back page
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The Mid-State Fair
A preview of events
By Kristine J . Abbey
Staff Writer

BESIDES ALL THE BIGNAME
EN TERTA IN M ENT
scheduled for the California
Mid-State Fair, there are plenty
of other things to do and exhibits
to see.
One new event is the Artisans
in Action hobby show. At least
nine artists will be on hand
throughout the fair to sell their
works and demonstrate skills,
including wood and stone carv
ing, glass sculpturing and ceram
ic making.
Art exhibits will feature works
by both professionals and ama
teurs, including oils, acrylics,
watercolors, pencil sketches and
prints. The exhibits will be judg
ed, and ribbons and cash will be
awarded to those placing in all
exhibit competitions.
Photography exhibits will be
on display in the following
categories: animals, architecture,
children, people, portraits, land/
seascapes, nature, experimental,
miscellaneous and photos from
previous fairs. Cash awards and
ribbons will be awarded for top
photos.

Other exhibits will feature
homemade wines from San Luis
Obispo and Santa Barbara coun
ties, fruits and vegetables,
homemade sewing and baked
goods, potted plants and flower
arrangements. Demonstrations
of beef cutting and cooking will
also be given.
Livestock will be on display
throughout the fair. The usual
4-H and Future Farmers of
America (FFA) competitions will
be held in breed or market divi
sions for beef, sheep and swine.
Dairy goats and dairy cattle are
two other divisions. Livestock
raised by 4-H and FFA members
also will be auctioned off after
judging. Major supermarkets
pay top dollar for grand champi
ons
and
other
top-placing
animals.
There will also be a sheep
competition, and for the first
time, a California Classic Angus
show. Residents of Santa Bar
bara, San Luis Obispo and
Monterey counties are invited to
compete in the Angus show. The
beef will be on display and will be
evaluated by judges but will not
be auctioned off. There will also

be a horse show featuring Welsh
ponies, mules, stock horses and
cutting quarter horses.
The tricycle race and diaper
derby are fair traditions. The
tricycle race has two divisions,
one for those who are 3 and
under and one for 4 and 5-year
olds. The diaper derby is a crawl
ing race; children who have not
learned to walk are invited to
eompete.
The carnival at the fair will be
put on by B&B Amusements and
will be one i>f the largest car
nivals in the western states.
B«&B Amusements serves more
than 75 fairs in California,
Arizona, Nevada and Utah, and
features about 75 rides and a cir
cus for small children.
The Ladies Lead Contest is an
open fashion show featuring
wool. Girls between 9 and 19 can
model any outfit that is at least
70 percent wool. The girls model
their outfits with a lamb, which
is often costumed in a matching
wool outfit.
There also will be three com
mercial buildings housing a wide
variety of items for sale and
demonstrations.
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Gilroy garlic leaves bad breath
By Scott Sarno

McDonalds with the golden arches that
beckoned us five minutes earlier.
After we turned off from the freeway, a
GILROY, CALIF. IS FAMOUS for its
garlic. Once a year they celebrate this sign read to tune our AM dial to the of
fame with a Garlic Festival. Most would ficial Garlic Festival radio station. 1
consider this kind of event a perfect op quickly ejected my favorite tape and tun
portunity for Gilroy to show visitors what ed in the station and was greeted by the
voice of the official 9th Annual Garlic
a great place it is. Or is it?
I’ve never spent any time in Gilroy ex Festival Queen.
cept for passing through on my way to the
“ Wow! What a place Gilroy is; they
Bay Area. But 1 had heard so much about even have a garlic radio station,’’ 1 said.
the Garlic Festival that 1 thought I’d give But what it turned out to be was a broad
it a try last weekend. Plus the words cast to keep our tempers down as we were
Gilroy and Garlic are pretty synonymous
with each other and 1 like garlic — or
should 1say //A'cr/garlic.
l i i i i i l M
—
I dragged a friend along and after a two
and-a-half hour drive north on Flighway
101 we saw a sign that read,“ Garlic Fes greeted by a traffic jam that would have
tival — next exit.’’ It’s a good thing we driven even a Los Angeles driver crazy.
We finally reached the festival an hour
saw the sign because if we hadn’t, we pro
bably would of driven right through later only to be greeted by the largest dirt
Gilroy, totally unaware we had done so. parking lot in the world. In fact, it was so
Maybe we would have been better off if we big and full of thousands of cars that we
had passed right through but the sign felt it was our duty to take a picture to
share with our friends back home.
pointed to our doom so we turned off.
Yes, that golden moment had finally ar
Okay, I must admit 1 was feeling a little
bit of excitement as we anticipated all the rived; we were about to enter that great
garlic delights the festival might offer. Or festival we had heard so much about. One
maybe it was just my stomach grumbling problem, we couldn’t find our way out of
— after all, it wasn’t easy bypassing the the parking lot. We wandered aimlessly

until we found son\e people who looked as
though they knew where they were going;
the thousands of volunteers strategically
located around the lot sure couldn’t help.
All they could do was point, each one in a
different direction.
We finally arrived at the entrance to the
festival and waited in a monstrous line to
buy the $5 admission tickets. We then
waited in another line for entrance into the
festival.
By this time my anticipation had turned
into nausea as we were bearded like cattle
through the gates amongst hundreds of
people who didn’t smell like garlic, that’s
for sure.
We both agreed we had a desperate need
for a beer, a need that cannot be put into
words. We waited in the necessary line to
have our I.D.’s checked. After we proved
our age we were tagged like livestock with
green wrist-bands which allowed us to
wait in another line to buy beer tokens.
Once we got our tokens we were able to
wait in yet another line to get our beer;
which was necessary to wash down the
food that couldn’t hold a candle to
McDonalds,
After we paid outrageous prices for
garlic pizza, spaghetti, mustard, jelly, al
monds, and anything else that could be

drenched in garlic, we realized there was
nothing else to do but eat. We were done
eating; we wanted to go home.
Much easier said than done. We fought
the thousands of people who were cramm
ed into the festival’s small area to reach
the parking lot. Oh no, how were we going
to find our car in that parking lot from
hell?
In only half the time it took us to find
the festival, we found the car. Barely
recognizing its dust covered exterior, we
knew we had found our ticket to freedom.
I left Gilroy hoping
to never return
which is unfortunate. This was their
chance to welcome visitors and show us
what a great place it is. But their rudeness
indicated that they just wanted us to
spend money on an overglorified event and
leave; which is exactly what we did.
The whole experience left a bad taste in
my mouth (excuse the pun), but with all
the hassles we had to deal with to eat
overpriced garlic, we could have had
Nero’s delivered and never gotten out of
bed.
Unfortunately the only souvenir we
could afford to take back was our bad
breath.
Scott Sarno is a journaiism senior.

New court ruling heats up creation-evolution debate
By April Karys
Staff Writer

WHICH CAME FIRST, the
chicken or the egg? This
childhood question about the or
igin of life, probably all but
forgotten to most people, would
likely be the cause of vigorous
debate between proponents of
evolution and divine creation.
Passion seems to be the
hallmark of contestants in the
creation-evolution debate, reviv
ed last month when the Loui
siana Supreme Court struck
down a law which required that
the state’s public school teachers
present both sides of the beginning-of-life issue to their students.
Thus at a time when the John
Scopes trial of 1925 is not merely
memory, but written history, the
evolution-creation debate has
again caught national attention.
While focus for the strife lies
mostly in the area of public
education, university campuses,
most of which have thriving
Christian student clubs, have not
been excluded from the arena.
“ I’ve sometimes had students
come up to me after my lectures
on evolution and ask me why 1
don’t present the creationist ex
planation,’’ said Aryan Roest, a
Cal Poly professor of biology. “ 1
say to them ‘I don’t care whether
you believe it (evolution) or not,
just know the material for the
exam.’
“ There’s nothing to be gained,
discussing it. It’s a ridiculous
argument. Science and religion
are twodifferent kinds
of
thought, so you can’t compare or
even contrast them.’’
In any event, the Constitution
prevents teaching creationism in
the classroom; it is this separa
tion of church and state that
prompted the move by the Loui
siana Supreme Court in June.
According
to that
m o n t h ’s
issue of Sew'sweek, the law that
caused a jttdicial double-take was
proposed by a 1 ouisiatui senator
w Ito espDiises 'he 'Itcory r>f
“ crcaiion-scietKC.’’ a 'crtn coined
b\
Iiiiulatitcti'alisis in an ailemp' to picsctu ilie Old Testa
ment
accouti' o f creation as
serious scictiiific titcory.
WivstiivA' reports tlte Loui
siana court as saying the law was
“ onl\ a subterfuge to bring the
Bible back to class and thus a
\ii)lation of the First Amend
ment.’’

“ They asked for the wrong
thing,’’ said Robert Kofahl,
science coordinator at the Crea
tion-Science Research Center
(CSRC) in San Diego. “ In Louisianna they asked for creation-

science to be taught. We are not
asking that. It is ridiculous to
secularize the concept of crea
tion, because then you are offer
ing creation without a creator.
“ We (CSRC San Diego) are not
asking for Genesis in the
classroom, just that there be
taught alternative viewpoints,
based on parallel conclusions to
the theories of evolutionists. You
are not teaching creationism if
you teach the alternative view
point and let the students take it
where they wish.’’
Kofahl and other fundamen
talists complain that the prevail
ing factors in science as it is
taught in public schools and col
leges are:

‘(The law was) on
ly a subterfuge to
bring the Bible
back to class an(J
thus a violation of
th e
Fi r s t
Amendment.’
— The Louisiana
Supreme Court
•dogmatism — that science
and the scientific method are not
taught critically.
•protectionism — that science
books are protected from critical
evaluation; and
•exclusivism — that evolution
is presented to students as “ the
only scientifically responsible
way of looking at the world.’’
“ He’s right,’’ said Patrick
McKim, a Cal Poly anthropology
professor. “ Science is not taught
critically, and if I were dictator
of the world I would require that
science be taught critically.’’
But if Kohfal had his way,
McKim said, then students, upon
watching a pen fall off a table,
would be able to choose between
gravity and “ pen demons’’ when
solving the problem of why the
pen hit the floor instead of stay
ing in the air. He used this ar
bitrary example to illustrate his
opinion that creation-scientists
ignore the idea that evolution
and the scientific method have
been repeatedly challenged and
scruiini/ed, and have consistent
ly survived the critiques.
“ Creation-science promotes the
naive idea that the only thing
that is science is the discription
of things directly observable,’’
McKim asserted. “ That’s just
ridiculous. No one has seen grav
ity, or an ion. You can’t directly

test the theory of gravity, but
you can indirectly test it.
“ If you don’t believe that ma
terial forces influence the hap
pening of material events then
you can’t do science. (Your
hypothesis) would be absolutely
untestable.’’
A question often proposed by
McKim is this: If the proponents
of creation science are correct, if
evolution didn’t happen, then
why would God provide the
evidence that it did?
“ If you look at evolution as a
change that takes place in popu
lations of animals and plants
through time, then you cannot
say that evolution doesn’t hap
pen,’’ said Roest, who has taught
at Cal Poly 32-years. “ Because
populations do change through
time. Look at our cattle and dogs
of today, as compared to their
wild ancestors.
“ In science, one important
thing is there are no absolutes.
As people publish their findings,
subsequent scientists will correct
those theories. It is through this
process that our knowledge of
science grows.’’
Through a fundamentalist’s
looking at creation science, Roest
said, there is no way of growing
because everything is absolute
and unchallengeable.
Each group, then, continues to
accuse the other of dogmatism
while they concurrently espouse
the authenticity of their own be
liefs. Any solutions, according to
Kofahl, should target teaching
methods and textbook content.
“ Eliminate the dogma,’’ said
Kofahl, “ This way students learn
how to distinguish and identify
opinion from data.
“ Since the central idea of the
scientific method is that scien
tific theories are eternally open
to criticism, students should be
given access to critical material
about evolution. Thi« way stu
dents now no longer have to be
slaves, or be trapped by the ig
norance and prejudices of text
writers and teachers.’’
Kofahl would also have stu
dents be given the opportunity
to discuss anti-evolution theories
in class and to read about them
in textbooks, he said.
According to the Newsweek
report, the Louisiana Supreme
Court’s decision “ didn’t prohibit
anyone from teaching crea
tionism, provided the aim was to
give comprehensive instruction
about scientific theories ... But
such instruction, the majority
agreed, should stop short of try
ing to promote a specific
religious belief.’’
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A taste of Americana
Inquisitive Japanese visitors quiz Cal Poly
students on slang, tour Central Coast
attractions and sample homecooked meals

i

By Lisa B osio
staff Writer

KAYO KISHITANI thoughi visiting tivites and American “ homesiays.”
America would be dangerous.
For the most part, the students have
“ I thought people would be walking made their presence known by the infor
mal interview sessions they held on cam
around with pistols and guns,” she said.
But visiting Cal Poly has proved her pus. In groups of two or three, these
curious yet shy students, mostly girls, in
wrong.
“ Instead of shooting me, they smile, terviewed various Cal Poly students. In
shake my hand and tell me a slang word,” broken English, they asked the typical
questions: “ What is your name, your ma
she said.
Kishitani is one of 300 Japanese stu jor and your age?” When answered, the
dents visiting San I.uis Obispo this sum girls looked up, nodding, oohing, ahhing or
mer. The Educational Development In looking just plain bewildered.
David Niles, an agriculture freshman,
ternational-Pacific English language In
stitute (EDI-PEI.I) sponsors the Japanese said he was enjoying the sun’s rays when
he found himself surrounded by three
students.
The idea for the program came after Jeff Japanese girls requesting that he tell them
Bynes stumbled upon a group of lost, tired an American slang word. Niles offered
and hungry Japanese tourists 15 years “ radical.”
ago. Bynes, then in charge of off-campus
“ I spent the next ten minutes trying to
housing, invited the group to stay over explain what that stupid word meant,” he
night. They accepted.
said. “ (But) who knows. One day I might
Soon after, Bynes met Rev. Yoshiaki be in Japan asking them for a Japanese
Toeda from Japan. Both agreed there was slang word.”
a need for making Japanese visitors feel
Said Christine Olsen, a senior child
more at liomc. The creation of EDI-PEl I, development major who watched Japanese
they decided, would meet that need.
students and Cal Poly students mingle in
Toeda’s half of the program, EDI, the University Union: “ Seeing the Cal Po
recruits teenagers from all parts of Japan ly students trying to talk with them, talk
to visit the United States. Bynes’ half, ing slowly, bending down to hear them
PEI I, hosts these Japanese groups by was hilarious.”
Some student have sat in on classes.
providing an academic program, social ae-

Photos by
Shirley Thompson
Sitting quietly in the back corners of the
room, they listened intently. Few words
were understood, but as Mayumi Kita put
it, “ Just sitting in an American classroom
is enough for me. Coming to America is a
dream come true.”
Said one Cal Poly student, “ How those
girls understand my philosophy teacher
when I sure in the heck can’t is beyond
^ **
me.
A typical day for the Japanese students
starts with classes in English and Ameri
can culture, taught by the program in
structors. l ater, they may go to Montana
de Oro, tour a local winery or visit
Solvang. One group visited the California
Men’s Colony.
“ They couldn’t believe that they were

actually talking to someone who had
committed a crime,” Bynes said.
Not only do the students learn the
American way of life, they also get to li\c
it. Each individual stays with an Ameri
can family for a weekend — a homestay.
One of the hosts was surprised that her
Japanese guests liked American food.
“ 1 went shopping and bought white rice,
tofu and Top Ramcn for dinner,” said
Angie Bosio. “ When they arrived, they
wanted piz/a!”
Said Jim Reed, academic director of
PEI.I: “ If we (Americans) want to start
breaking down the barriers between our
countries, we need to risk making friends
with one another. Our program takes that
risk.”
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Competitor
struck and
killed by car
By Stephanie Hill
Staff Writer

THE EIGHTH ANNUAL San
Luis Obispo Triathlon ended on a
tragic note last Sunday.
Casey Marie Stevenson, 15, of
Los Angeles was killed after she
was struck by a car during the
cycling portion of the triathlon.
Stevenson, riding north on Orcutt Road about 11:50 a.m., was
making a U-turn when a car
driven by David Kaplan of San
Luis Obispo struck her. Steven
son, who sustained severe head
injuries, was taken to French
Hospital, where She was pro
nounced dead a few minutes after
arrival.
Kaplan, who suffered minor in
juries, was treated at General
Hospital and released.
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John Rogers, special events
coordinator for the Recreation
Department, said he was shocked
to hear of the fatality later on
that day.
“ We’re terribly sorry for the
girl’s family,’’ he said. “ This is
the first serious accident in the
race’s history.’’

.. ■-
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John Rodgers (above) reaches for a

TRIPLE TROUBLE

refreshm ent

More than 1,000 endure SLO Triathlon’s
test of swimming, cycling and running
By Stephanie Hill
Staff Writer

ATHLETES, from age 9 to 74,
competed Sunday in the eighth
a n n u a l San Luis O b isp o
Triathlon, known as the triathlon
with the world’s longest swimm
ing portion.
Some participants started out
as early as 7:30 a.m. — it was a
staggered start — swimming half
a mile (18 complete laps) in the
Sinsheimer Pool before bicycling
15.3 miles. The triathlete ended
with a 3.65 mile run to cross the
finish line, where everyone
received a medal.
“ The triathlon’s philosophy is
completion not competition,’’
said Rogers.
The courses were designed to
accommodate the beginner as
well as the experienced triathlete,
he said.
Chris Hinshaw, a 24-year-old
Cal Poly graduate, crossed the
finish line first with a time of
1:06.56. Hinshaw, who has com
peted in Hawaii’s Ironmar
Triathlon, has won the race three

consecutive years, and holds the
course record with a time of
1:05.57, which he set in 1986.
Alisa Goughnour, 26, set a new
course record for the women with
a time of 1:18.56. Goughnour
broke the old record by a minute.

which was held by Catherine
Hennelly in 1983.
Midway through the race, a
15-year-old competitor cycling on
Orcutt Road was struck and kill
ed by a car. Because of the acci
dent, the California Highway
Patrol closed off the cycling

.

By Stephanie Dias

Four trees have been planted
in from of the English Building
to honor retiring English pro
fessors.
“ Trees are for the living and
not the dead since one can come
back and enjoy them,” said
Mona
Rosen man,
English
depart mem dean. “ These people
have put a lot of time into the
English program, especially since
it’s very impacted. VVe felt the
need to show our appreciation for
their dedication to the depart
ment.’’
Gordon Cur/on, Arthur Frietzsche, Robert Glen Lint, and
David Rollings were the pro
fessors honored this year. Rollings will retire at the end of
summer quarter and Lint will
retire next year.
Rosenman said this was the

second year the trees have been
planted for retiring English pro
fessors and the department
would like to continue the tradi
tion. “ We’re all environmen
talists here,’’ she said.
Nancy Collins, a child
development major, disagrees
with planting trees for the living.
“ It seems absurd to have memo
rials for the living,’’ she said.
“ If each department starts plan
ting trees for every professor
who retires. Cal Poly would
eventually become a forest.’’
Mike Escobedo, a biological
science major, claimed he liked
the lawn area before the trees
were planted. “ 1 think they
should have placed them in be
tw een
the
E n g lish
and
Agriculture buildings,’’ he said.
Business major Tracy Fletcher
showed little concern for the sit
uation saying, “ What trees?’’

Elizabeth

Day-

m ond (below) com petes In th e
sw im m ing segm ent. Photos by Kenn e th D In tz e r.

course. Four-hundred of the
1,100 competitors were forced to
compete in a biathlon instead.
The top finisher in the biathlon
was Steve Noll, a 24-year-old San
Luis Obispo resident, with a time
of 30.42.
Twenty-six year-old Karen
Dragt of Bakersfield finished the
swimming and running portions
for the women in 36.36.
Along with the biking accident,
a brush fire broke out in the hills
northeast of Johnson Avenue in
San Luis Obispo, burning 15
acres before being contained.
Police said the fire was caused
by sparks from a kite or model
airplane after hitting a power
line.
“ The smoke bothered us a little
bit,’’ Rogers said. “ But the fire
department got things under
control before it disrupted the
race.’’
Rogers said the bicyling acci
dent will change the triathlon
somehow in the future, but said
he was more concerned with the
girl’s family.
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Retiring English teachers
honored with planted trees
Staff Writer
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Mars: Is sending
astronauts there
worth the effort?
By Herod Lowery
Staff Writer

Foormer

astronauts Edwin E. Aldrin
Jr., Michael Collins and Sally Ride
made impassioned pleas last week for
an American mission to Mars, saying
space exploration is necessary and
good for the human spirit.

Aldrin, ihc second man on the moon after Neil
Armstrong, and Collins, who stayed behind in the
command module while Armstrong and Aldrin de
scended to the lunar surface in 1969, spoke at the
Case for Mars conference at the University of Col
orado in Boulder. Ride, the first American woman
in space, appeared before a congressional sub
committee in Washington, D.C..
James J. Fletcher, NASA’s top administrator,
told the Case for Mars conference that he too
would like to see a mission to Mars, but he did not
say how much of a priority NASA has put on such
a mission.
Fletcher said such a mission could not even be
attempted before 1998, and that a manned space
craft would not be sent before a robot-operated
spacecraft brought back samples of Martian soil
for testing of potentially harmful organisms.
Among other things. Ride outlined plans for a
permanent Martian settlement by 2010.
But not all of NASA thinks the Mars trip is the
way tt) go.
'A'hen asked if such a trip is technically and
financially possible. Dr. Wendell Mendcll, a
planetary scientist at the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, answered with a resounding, “ No!”
“ Such a mission is way beyond t)ur capabilities,”
he said. “ We’d be better off exploring the moon
and running the space shuttle programs.”
Most experts think a round trip to Mars would
take three years and put astronauts on a path that
at times would be so far away from Earth that
ground controllers would be unable to give im
mediate danger warnings, such as the failure of
life-support systems.
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Poly to get new telephones
By Herod Lowery
Staff Writer

CAl. POFY WIFI HAVE a
new phone system installed by
early next month and the “ 546”
prefix in use for so many years
will change to “ 756.”
During the changeover, which
will be completed by Sept. 10,
parts of the campus will remain
on the old system and continue
to use “ 546.” Callers to the uni
versity will be able to get
through by calling 546-0111 or
756-1111.
The old phone system was in
danger of being overloaded and
there have been times when in

vironment has been cited as causing muscular and
skeletal degeneration after three months, which is
the longest any American has been in space. No
permanent damage has been reported, though.
The Soviet Union has a permanent space station,
and their cosmonauts have spent much longer
times in space, with not always pleasent results.
Some cosmonauts have been hospitalized upon
return to Earth, primarily because of exhaustion
and depression. Both symptoms are thought to be
related to returning to Earth’s gravitational pull
after long periods of zero-gravity.
But is there life on Mars which might make such
a mission worthwhile? Mendell doesn’t think so.
“ Based on our Viking results (a probe sent to
Mars a few years ago), there doesn’t appear to be
any,” he said. “ There might be sontc bacteria there
that lives under the rocks, in nooks and crannies,
something like that, but certainly no little green
men wandering about.”
A mission to Mars, or any space shot for that
matter, requires a massive amount of money, and
critics of the space program say the money could
be better spent here on Earth. Mcndcll doesn’t buy
that argument.
“ Compare our budget with Health and Human
Services,” he said. “ Drop our program, and you’re
getting rid of 50,000 of our best technical minds.
Give our budget to Health and Human Services, it
would last them one week.
“ The classic saying is to use the (NA'^.X) truvney
to clean up the slums. 1 don’t know how manv
slums they can clean up in one week,” Mcndcll
said.
Mendell maintains that space exploration is vital
to a strong nation and a strong national defense.
“ Spaee exploration is a way to advance human
knowledge,” he said. “ It’s good for the human
spirit. Even though I’m not in favor of a manned
Martian mission, we still need to explore.”

Ride is pushing a concept that would shorten the
trip to Mars by a least one year, maybe more.
The idea is to send all expendables, such as the
return fuel, to Mars ahead of the crew on a slower,
unmanned cargo ship. But Fletcher said such a
“ split mission” would be to costly.
Another problem is to somehow ensure that the
previously dispatched supplies would be usable
when the crew finally got to Mars.
Isolated in their spacecraft for three years poses
some psychological problems that might be so
severe the crew might need to be sedated at times.
“ How would you like to spend three years in a
motel room?” asked one scientist.
Such earthbound problems as simple as going to
the bathroom would be magnified enormously, and
medical specialists on the crew would have to be
able to deal with any emergency, including major
surgery.
Some NASA scientists have said what
astronauts have to endure is “ criminal.” “ The
damn toilet has rarely worked right on the space
shuttle, so some astronauts have simply quit
eating so they don’t have to use the bathroom,”
said Jack Stustcr, a NASA scientist who has stud
ied the effects of isolation and zero gravity on
humans.
There are more than psychological problems to
deal with. If the spacecraft was punctured by a
meteorite, the cabin would suddenly become a
vacuum chamber and the crew would have about
10 seconds to take whatever action they could,
which probably means no action.
If the crew did reach Mars without mishap, once
on the planet surface, they would have to regulate
temperature in an environment vvhcrc the ther
mometer goes from sub-freezing to near boiling. It
is quite possible for an astronaut to stew in their
own Juices.
Also, longtime exposure to a weightless en

coming calls were lost, said Don
McCaleb, Cal Poly’s public af
fairs officer.
“ In the event of an emergen
cy,” he said, “ the whole thing
might just shut down, which
would be a big danger to Cal Po
ly.”
The old system had a capacity
of 1,500 lines and was unable to
keep up with all the new build
ings at Cal Poly. The new system
will have a capacity of 2,029
lines.
Callers will be able to be
transferred to any extension
without having to go back
through the switchboard, but the

best news is that the new system
might enable registration to
someday be conducted by phone
via computer.
“ While there’s no chance of
that right away,” said McCaleb,

“ it’s possible for the future.”
He said the new system is not
a capital purchase; instead, it will
appear on the school’s phone bill
as just another charge. Cal Poly
pays about $49,000 per year to

Pacific Bell lot phone service, in
cluding $10,000 for the rental of
phones. But the university is also
buying about $250,000 worth of
phones, which will cut the monthly bill by about $10,000.
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INDEPENDENT FURNISHED STUDENT APARTMENTS
ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAL POLY!!
OPENINGS IN:

2 Bedroom Townhouse...from. $ 1 8 0 . OO/moshared ( $ 1 6 5 )
$ 3 3 0 . OO/mo private ( $ 3 0 2 )
2 Bedroom/2 Bath Flats...from,

$ 2 0 5 . OO/mo shared ( $ 1 8 8 )
$350.OO/mo private ($320)*

Private Studio In A Quiet
CreeksideSetting ...from. $ 3 5 0 . 0 0 / m o ( $ 3 2 2 ) *
NEW MICROWAVE OVENS, COUCHES, MINI BLINDS,
LAMPS AND MORE FOR FALL '87!!
*Closest housing to Cal Poly
*5 Modern laundry facilities
*Heated Pool
*Private Park and BBQ Area
*Reserved Parking
*Meeting Room

12 month discount lease range in parenthesis

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Tour Mustang
Village this summer
& receive a FREE
Hanes Beefy-T Mustang
Village Shirt!!

MON-SAT 8-6
SUN 10-5

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO

ÍM W ^ G

VILLAGER 543-4950
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SAN LUIS OBISPO’S

FARMERS’ MARKET
Small barbeque becomes tourist attraction
By Stephanie Hill
Editor’s note — This is the
in a two-part series on San
Obispo’s Farmers’ Market.
week’s segment focuses on
weekly event’s history.

first
Luis
This
the

ne Thursday evening six
years
ago,
Higuera
Street in downtown San
Luis Obispo was closed off to ac
commodate a rib cook-off. Now
Higuera Street is closed off every
Thursday evening for Farmers’
Market.
The market has become a great
public relations campaign for
San Luis Obispo. Bus tours from
throughout the state put Farm
ers’ Market high on their list of
activities, and tourists stop by
for a taste of SLO town. The
market also has received a great
deal of publicity outside the area,
including write-ups in magazines
such as Sunset.
Farmers’ Market began after
local
merchants
complained
about teenagers cruising up and
down Higuera disrupting shop
pers, especially senior citizens.
The city’s Business Improve
ment Association (BIA) com
promised with the merchants,
closing off Higuera on Thursday
evenings. This, the BIA hoped,
would increase sales and provide

O

a relaxed atmosphere.
“ The experiment turned out
quite
disappointing
because
there were no exciting activities
to draw customers,’’ said Dodie
W illia m s , the B IA ’s a d 
ministrator.
Because of the success of the
rib cook-off a few weeks earlier,
the BIA decided to give restau
rants the chance to sell food on
the sidewalks. McLintock’s, Old
Country Deli and the Cigar Fac-

Because o f the success
o f the rib cook-off a
few weeks earlier, the
BIA decided to give
restaurants the chance
to sell fo o d on the
sidewalks

tory were the first to participate,
said Williams. Seven rib restau
rants now take part, offering
items from tri-tip sanwiches to
marinated shrimp kabobs.
Local farmers also wanted a
piece of the action. The BIA
allowed only local farmers to set

up shop along the 900 block of
Higuera. The farmers now ex
tend well into the 800 block and
sometimes in the summer, they
hit the end of the 600 block with
their added harvest.
“ Leaf crops, dried fruit and
nuts can be found all the time,’’
said Peter Jankay, director of the
farmer’s side of the market,
“ while strawberries, grapes and
citrus fruits are available *at dif
ferent seasons.’’
ith the addition of ribs
and farmers, crowds
began to enjoy the
small-town atmosphere that San
Luis Obispo provided.
Because of the extra hour of
daylight in the summer, the
market also offers live enter
tainment. The BIA sponsors
entertainers from jazz bands to
aerobic dance groups. More fami
ly features have also been added
this summer, including a new
mascot.
” Be su re not to miss
Downtown Brown, a big brown
bear passing out balloons and
candy for the kids,” said
Williams. “ Thursday nights are a
total community event.”

W

Next week: the outlook for
Farmers ’ Market.

Joe DlFronzo (above) grills sausages and vegetables for M cL in to ck’s restau 
rant. C lara C h affee (left) sells balloons and flow ers for M ic h ae l’s Deli.

Photos by Daryl Shoptaugh
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SLO County shares statewide jail overcrowding problem
By Craig Claver
Staff Writer

SHIRLEY THOMPSON/Suminer Mustang

‘I’ve been here eight years, and 99 percent of that
time the jail has been overcrowded’
_James Currie
SLO County Senior Corrections Officer

LIKE A PERSON suffering from a
disease without a cure, San Luis Obispo
County — not unlike many other counties
in the state and across the nation — is
suffering from the widespread problem of
jail overcrowding.
The problem can often escalate until it is
out of control, and drastic measures must
be taken. But for San Luis Obispo County
the situation may be in remission.
“ I’ve been here eight years, and 99 per
cent of that time the jail has been over
crowded,” said Senior Corrections Officer
James Currie. “ We hit our peak (for over
crowding) about six or eight months ago.
The problem has been relieved, but we’re
still overcrowded.”
With 275 inmates housed in facilities
built for 226, space is limited and often
cramped. At one time, as many as 16 to 20
inmates fill the eight-person cells, with
many others forced to sleep on mattresses
on the floor.
One of the jail’s most critical shortcom
ings involves maximum security cells.
.Among all cells, 22 to 25 are designated as
maximum security. Jail officials say those
cells are constantly filled.
No inmates are being housed outside the
county, a costly alternative for many
other jails. The county does so only in ex
treme circumstances. Inmates usually
serve terms shorter than one year. Excep
tions are prisoners serving consecutive
one-year sentences.
Earlier this month, an inmate’s claim of
cruel and unusual punishment forced Su

perior Court Judge Harry E. Woolpert to
tour the jail, A writ, filed in December by
Public Defender Sylvia Stewart on behalf
of inmate Kenneth Bjorn, asked that.
Bjorn be released because of the over
crowded conditions.
Despite slight oyercrowding, Woolpert
approved the facilitV’s conditions. As
many as 11 inmates filled some cells, but
Woolpert said the court would not in
tercede unless conditions became
substantially worse,
Woolpert was quoted by The County
Telegram-Tribune as
“ I find the
San Luis Obispo County Jail passes
muster.”
With the opening of a new minimum se
curity, or “ honor farm,” barracks last
June, space was provided for another 40
inmates who are involved in various work
programs throughout the county,
“ The inmates that go to the honor farm
are carefully screened,” said Currie. “ We
estimate the risk of escape and also any
other suitability problems such as medical
problems.”
More relief may be in sight.
The future of a new jail that would
operate in conjunction with the current
facility and house as many as 200 to 280
inmates is still in the planning stages.
And recent approval by the county to hire
six new jailers will raise the number of
jailers to 52.
So overcrowding in the county jail has
levelled off and a new facility may provide
some added relief. But until a permanent
solution is found, the problem may recur
and plague authorities indefinitelv.

eSU professors make more money than many realize
By Barbara Cunningham
Staff Writer

TEACH'NG, THEY SAY, is
not a \ery profitable profession.
But at Cal Poly and other
California State University cam

puses, teaching may be more
profitable than one may think.
How much does that teacher
who assigns four hours of
homework a night make? That
depends. There are five academic

D R O P

ranks for professors, five for lec
turers, four for coaches and four
for librarians.
Salaries for instructors can
range from that of a lecturers,
who receive $19,956, to that of

I N ..

See What The
Bookstore Offers:
Huge A ssortm ent of G eneral Reading Books,
Cal Poly Souvenirs,
P hoto Supplies, P rocessing, Film,
Cal Poly Clothing,
C alculators, C om puters,
Gifts, Magazines, S nacks,
H ealth & Beauty Aids,
Art Supplies, Free Gift W rapping,
and lots of other good things.
M ost item s a t d isco u n t prices.
Summer Hrs:
Monday-Friday 7:45a m >4:00PM

EIGsnoJ

Bookstoie

IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION BUILDING

full-time professors, who receive
$49,548. Speciali^ed falculty
members can have salaries as
high as $53,508.
According to the July 1987
faculty salary schedule, there arc

20 different steps in the CSU pay
scale. Instructors’ place on the
scale depends on the level at
which each is hired and the
length of their contracts.
For example, an instructor
hired as a lecturer “ .A” on a 10month contract receives $23,616
for the first year. That individual
does have the ability, by meeting
department standards, to raise
pay annually for four years,
ultimately reaching a yearly
$28,296.
The lecturer maintains that
level of pay as long as he is
employed by the university in
the same teaching position. If he
wishes a pay increase (other than
the normal cost-of-living raise),
he must leave his present posi
tion, apply for a new higher
paying position and go through
the interviewing process.
The education and experience
requirements for each level of in
structor are set by each depart
ment. There are no set standards
throughout the university.
Some departments that are
considered
specialized
offer
.slightly higher pay scales. An
assistant professor hired in
aeronautical
engineering
or
business administration has the
potential to start with a salary of
$31,488; the same position in
liberal studies begins at $25,812.
Still think the teaching profes
sion sounds bad? Instructors
also receive dental, vision and
health plans ... and one of the
longest vacations possible.

How you
gonna g et
aJob
without
a resume?

Ttatypo )j
544-9789 ♦ 2226 Beebee Street
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Grant helps poor pay bills California hunters
By Brooks W atson
staff Writer

MORE THAN $25,000 in
emergency housing and energy
bill assistance is now available to
low income individuals and
possibly students.
The money, administered by
the San Luis Obispo Economic
Opportunity Commission (EOC),
is part of a Federal Emergency
Management grant. Funds will
be used to assist with firstmonth rent payments, mortgage
payments, back rents and unpaid
energy bills. Only low-income in
dividuals of families which have
exhausted all other means of aid
will qualify for the program.
The EOC has been in existence
for the past 20 years and is a
private nonprofit organization
designed to help low-income fam
ilies. Receiving money from state
and federal grants, the EOC has
been able to provide similar
health and shelter programs such
as Operation Head Start.
“ A low-income individual is
anyone that meets federal income

category as stated by e federal
government.
“ Approximately 47 ;rcent of
our student body rely on some
sort of financial aid,” aid Assis
tant Director of Fin icial Aid
Sue O’Flaherty. “ At ast 35 to
40 percent of those p< <ple quali
fy on some sort of ;ed basis,
and a good percental of those
people do meet the I ieral lowincome guidelines.”
The EOC said that alf of the
program’s money f s already
been spent over th last two
weeks on the poor a i homeless
of San Luis Obisp'
and the
other half will likely go in the
same fashion. Valdivi o said she
doesn’t see a lot of i Dm for aid
to students unless th r situation
is pressing.
Financial aid offic s on cam
pus said they will further in
vestigate the availabi ,y of these
particular funds to udents and
will possibly try tc work with
EOC officers in hel| ig any stu
dent who meets
deral lowincome guidelines.

guidelines,” said EOC Affir
mative Action Officer Emma
Valdivieso. “ For a one-person
family that’s about $595 a month
or less.”
Valdivieso said the money for
this particular program will first
be given to homeless women and
their children and lastly to any
students.
“ I don’t feel that many stu
dents really fall into the lowincome category because they are
receiving money from their
parents or some other outside
source,” said Valdivieso. “ The
poor and the homeless of our city
receive nothing and are therefore
our main concern.”
But if a student was facing
immediate eviction or in trouble
with overdue energy bills, the
EOC would then look into the
particular situation.
The Cal Poly Financial Aid of
fice was not fully informed about
the EOC program or its
availablity to students, but said
there are students at Cal Poly
falling into the low-income

Poly purchases land to estab Ish
Costa Rican agricultural college
By Robin Galey

SlaM Writer

AFTER THREE YEARS of
planning. Cal Poly and two other
universities have bought a
7,200-acre farm in Costa Rica for
the building site of an agricul
tural college for that country.
The College of Agriculture for
the Humid Tropic Region will be
located on 300 acres of the farm
northeast of San Jose, the capital
city. The remaining 6,900 acres
will continue to be farmed with
the revenues going into the col
lege. The project is primarily
funded by American money.
First classes are expected to
, begin in January 1989. The col
lege will have a maximum
enrollment capacity for about
400 Latin and Central American
students.
After the college is firmly
established, few Americans will
be involved, said Larry Rathbun,
associate dean of the School of
Agriculture and project director.
Cal Poly is the lead institution
involved in the project, with
Rutgers University (New Jersey)
and Nebraska State involved as
support universities. Together,
the universities have a 10-year
contract valued at $500,000
yearly with the U.S. Agency for
International Development, a
division of the State Depart

set in California,” he added.
In the past seven months, 32
faculty and staff members have
visited the college site. “ Each
comes home with a better
understanding of Costa Rica and
our hemisphere,” Rathbun said.
Cal Poly President Warren
Baker has visited
the college
building site twice.
At least four or five Cal Poly
students will be involved during
the planning stages, and later 15
to 20 students will be able to
study in Costa Rica each year.
“ We could provide financial
assistance and therefore it
wouldn’t cost much more than
attending Cal
Poly,”
said
Rathbun. “ We want to make it
possible for our students and
faculty to understand the
world.”

ment.
Cal Poly has been involved in
19
international
agriculture
development programs in the
past, but this is the first project
the university has worked on
from scratch. A national com
petition was held and Cal Poly’s
proposal came out on top.
“ The competition was fierce,”
said Rathbun. ‘‘The United
States has some self interest in
helping Costa Rica. It’s the se
cond longest standing democracy
in the Western Hemisphere and
it’s strategically located. We
have many friends in the. region,
but a lot in Costa Rica.”
An advantage for Cal Poly is
the experience the program can
provide faculty and students,
said Rathbun.
But “ the sun doesn’t rise and

await opportunity to
hunt mountain lions
By Herod Lowery

Staff Writer

BEGINNING IN OCTOBER,
California hunters will have a
chance to hunt mountain lions
for the first time since 1972, and
a Cal Poly biology professor is all
fired up for the hunt.
A hunter for many years, Doug
Donaldson said there is tremen
dous sport in hunting mountain
lions.
“ A lot of people think moun
tain lion hunting is just treeing
the cats with dogs and then just
blasting them out of the tree, but
it’s not like that at all,” said

‘There’s a lot of wild
life alive today that
wouldn’t be there if it
wasn’t for hunters. Too
many people seem to
be a victim of the
Bambi syndrome. ’
— Doug Donaldson
Donaldson.
From 1907 through 1969, there
was a bounty on mountain lions.
($20 for a lion of either sex in
1907, ending with $50 for a male.
$65 for a female), with no
regulated season, and mountain
lions could be taken at will. From
1969 until 1972, mountain lions
were incorporated into the
state’s regular big-game hunting
program.
The Legislature banned moun
tain lion hunting in 1972, over
concerns that there weren’t
enough left to be hunted. The
Legislature also banned bounties
of any type, which precluded
groups like cattlemen’s associa
tions from establishing their own
bounties.
Donaldson said the Legislature
came
under
“ trem endous

political pressure” from non
hunting groups to end the hunt,
and that many non-hunting
groups are against all blood
sports.
“ These people (non-hunters'
call themselves conservationists,
but I don’t see how you can call
yourself a conservationist if
you’re against hunting. Hunters
pay a tax on ammunition anc
firearms that fund wildlife pro
grams. There’s a lot of wildlife
alive today that wouldn’t be
there if it wasn’t for hunters. Too
many people seem to be a victim
of the Bambi syndrome.”
Donaldson explained that the
“ Bambi syndrome” is a term
coined by editors of ouidoorsman’s magazines (Outdoor
Life, Field and Stream), and
named after the
fawn in the
1942 Disney movie which
allegedly turned many people
against hunting.
“ The Department of Fish and
Game has a hell of a good staff.
They know what they’re doing.
More mountain lions are shot by
poaching than will ever be shot
legally. That’s what we need to
worry about.”
According to Don Koch, a
wildlife biologist
with the
Department of Fish and Game in
Sacramento, only 190 permits
will be given out, chosen by
computerized random selection.
A nonrefundable application
fee of $5 is required initially, and
if a hunter’s permit is chosen, a
fee of $75 is charged before the
hunter actually receives the
permit for one mountain lion.
Koch said the season will run
from Oct. lO through Dec. 27,
and like Donaldson, he too is
hoping to get a mountain lion
hunting permit.
“ They’re tasty table fare, ac
tually,” said Koch.

The Hair Den
Hairstvlins for Men & Women
Located in Foothill Plaza
779 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
543-1290
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or
543-7871

Specializing in Perm & Color

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic, Inc. is sponsoring o spinal check
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This
service will include consultation physical examination, and a
report of findings.

W ARN ING SIGNS O F SPINAL M ISALIGNM ENTS

>
A.

* Itcwrring Hftdochf1
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Less ef Sleep
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MOVE IN AUGUST!

If you suffer from ony of these warning signs coll immediately to
prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public
service is for a limited time only, by appointment, please.
,

Please mention^sd at time of visit.

1 2 3 9 Foothill Blvd

541-5000

For An Appointment Call 541-2727

lohnston Chiropractic Clinic
Palmer Graduate

1150 Grove Street

San Luis Obispo

Lu n d b e r g
& Co m p a n y
Com m ercial and Investm ent Real Estate
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Dry UU fountain will
again flow this fall
By Michael Robles
Staff Writer

SHIRLEY THOMPSON/Suimner Mustang
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AFTER FOUR YEARS of be
ing completely shut off, the Uni
versity Union fountain will be
flowing again this fall.
A 1978 drought resulted in the
fountain only being used during
special events until 1983, when
mechanical problems forced it to
be shut down altogether.
However, thanks to the combin
ed efforts of two ASl senators
and the UU, the fountain will
once again be operative,
Charles Wolf, a former senator
from the School of Engineering,
said he was tired of seeing the
fountain dry so he decided to do
something about it. Wolf blamed
the previous lack of action on
apathy and said it was just a
matter of getting people involved
to get the job done. He teamed
with Kathleen Hildebrand, a
—“
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TA K E N’ BAKE PIZZA

WEEKEND

Take and Bake and Save

V E G E T A B L E PIZZA
olives, mushrooms, bell peppers & onions
Large 16” Pizza $7.45
Medium 12” Pizza $5.45
Sm anio” Pizza$3.85
I

CALL AHEAD
541-6606
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Foothill Plaza S.L.O
expires 8/27/87
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former senator from the School
of Science and Math.
“ We more or less had the same
idea at the same time,” Wolf
said.
Wolf took the issue to the
Student Senate, which recom
mended that action be taken. The
UU then stepped in to help.
John
Stipicevich,
interim
assista n t
d ire c to r
for
maintenance and operations of
the UU, turned the project over
to Bretten Osterfeld, chairman of
the UU Executive Committee.
“ He basically said to me, ‘Get
it done,’ ” said Osterfeld.
Glenn Ritter, a 1984 Cal Poly
graduate, had completed a report
about the inoperative fountain
for a class. Ritter submitted the
report to the UU, but somehow,
until recently, it was forgotten.
Osterfeld said the report was a
good foundation for remedying
the problem, but some slight
modifications, mainly concerning
costs, were made.
Ritter’s report estimated the
cost of equipment and installa
tion to be at least $2,500, but the
actual cost should he about
$1,000, Osterfeld said. The an
nual fixed cost should be about
the same, he said. The Cal Poly
Foundation and ASl are working
together to finance the project.
The fountain will be equiped
with a recirculating pump so the
water can be used more than
once instead of going down the
drain. It was originally con
structed without such a pump.
Osterfeld said work to get the
fountain flowing again will only
take a few days.

READ THIS
TWO LOCATIONS
1356 M adonna Rd
San L u is Obispo, CA 93401
544-3999
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793-A Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
543-0707

RENT A VCR
I AND A MOVIE

i

STORE HOURS
Sunday-Thursday 9am - lOpmj
Friday & Saturday 9am ■ 11 pm j

RENT A MOVIE ■
GET ONE FREE I
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if y o u are lo o k in g fo r a g a rd en s e ttin g
a p a rtm en t to live in th is fall.
WEPROVtDE:
★ \ & 2 Bedroom
ments.
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furnished

apart

10 min. walk to campus

expires: 8/27/87 I expires: 8/27/87

★ Solar heated swimming pool

T ir w r LITI
Frozen Dairy Dessert
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★

Low Utilities

★

1O&l 2 month leases

★

Double insulated walls
apartments for low noise

★

Hot & Cold water
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• The management is new and the rates lower
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Paso Robles
935 Riverside
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Atascadero
San Luis Obispo
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466-0590
541 -4711
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1262 Murry Ave.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 541 -3856
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Computer music wiz hypnotizes audiences
Cal Poly experiences Suzanne Ciani’s high-tech tunes
By Scott Sarno
staff Writer

TO A STANDING-ROOMonly crowd, Suzanne Ciani, a
master of the art of electronic
sound, performed in Chumash
Auditorium Saturday night.
The two-hour concert covered
12 compositions, which Ciani
calls “ Waves,” from her first two
albums.
Ciani is a performer, composer,
producer, arranger and the owner
of Ciani/Musica, one of the
leading commercial music pro
duction companies in the coun
try.
While her last performance was
15 years ago, Ciani said she was
happy to be performing again.
She has seen many changes in
electronic sound since her last
performance, she said.

HAPPY HOUR!

AT THE
CALIFORNIA
PASTA
FACTORY
THURS/FRI/SAT
3PM-6PM
Domestic Beer 7Sc
Imported Beer 99c
1040 BROAD ST
543-0409

LEVES

I SCRUMBO YOU
OPUS SAYS ‘I SOLD MY SOUL TO
ROCK N’ ROLL. BLOOM COUNTY
SHIRT’S AT THE SUB. 879 HIQUERA.

DANCERS, MALE for ‘Chic
type Revue. Experience preferred but
not necessary. Must be 21 Call Night
Owl Productions, 528-8831 Message.
WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 5-25 LBS
IN 30 DAYS. 100% GUARANTEED 4811128

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYP
ING Rona,laser printer wlOOplus fonts
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 5442591

I

appeal to any particular au
dience. It comes from artistic
personal inspiration. Ciani called
it “ classically inspired.”

“ My performance techniques
have changed as completely as
the technology,” she said.
Ciani uses a collection of hightech equipment to create music
which she calls “ female” in the
best sense of the word.
“ My music is not pink lace,”
she said. “ It is powerful and
passionate, strong and loving
music that expresses my femi
ninity.”
Ciani’s performance was im
mersing, almost to the point of
repose, but she said she con
siders it a compliment when her
audience falls asleep.
“ My music is mellow but not
limpid,” she said. “ It has a great
respect for who we are and I’ve
given it 100 percent of who 1
am.
Ciani’s music does not try to

Ciani distinguished herself as a
sound design artist in the mid1970s and since that time has
earned countless credits in all
areas of the music industry.
Her work in television com
mercials earned her four Clio
Awards for underscores in com
mercials for products such as
Coca-Cola and General Electric.
Ciani’s most familiar work is
on Meco’s “ Star Wars” album,
for which she received a platinum
record.
“ I don’t pay much attention to
awards,” said Ciani. “ 1 never
realized how many I had until we
moved into a new studio and
they were displayed on the wall.”

Fast service t^ lrtg center several typ
ists. Text or Graphics. IBM, Mac, lasera. Use R Computers 544-7676
FAST SERVICE-EXP. TYPIST-SENIOR
PROJ. 541-7773/541-0168 CHRIS.
Perfect page pickup and delivery Julie
481-2777__________________________
Sr Projects, Reports, Term Papers Done
In my nome-Fast Servicel $10hr. 4812339 evenings______________________

Ciani became interested in the
art of electronic sound while at
tending UC Berkeley, where she
earned a master’s degree in
music composition. She then
studied computer music at Stan
ford.
“ 1 met some people who got
me interested in the field, which
was very new at the time,” said
Ciani.
After doing work on hundreds
of underscores for commercials,
film, records, television, radio
and opera, Ciani enjoyed being
on stage again.
“ The equipment has a mind of
its own so it’s exciting to do a
live electronic performance,” she
said.
Ciani is working on her third
album, which she expects to be
released early next year.

SU M M ER R E N T A L S .
RATE.S44-2176

For sale IBM-PC DisplayWrite 2 soft
ware Letter quality printer Envelope
feeder $2,000 Call 773-4018 7-8:30AM
or After 6PM

REDUCED

BUYING A HOUSE? FOR A FREE LIST
OF ALL THE AFFORDABLE HOUSES
& CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO, IN
CLUDING CONDOS NEAR POLY, CALL
STEVE NELSON, FARRELL SMYTH,
INC. 543-8370. LEAVE MESSAGE.

19’ MENS NISHIKI SPORT LIKE NEW
$180 PAULA 549-9764

Poly Student
killed by car
on his bike
By Paul .1. Roberts
Staff Writer

A TRAGIC AUTOMOBILE
ACCIDENT killed a Cal Poly
student Monday.
Christopher Connors, 21, of
Van Nuys, was riding his bicycle
north of San Luis Obispo on
Highway 1 near San Bernardo
Creek Road when he was struck
by an automobile at about 1 p.m.
California Highway Patrol Lt.
Richard Sabaih said that Con
nors probably died immediately.
The driver of the car was Mark
Anthony Barcellos, 20, of Morro
Bay. Barcellos said that he was
trying to turn off the cruise con
trol on his 1987 Subaru when he
accidently drifted to the shoulder
of the road and hit Connors at
about 60 mph.
See DEATH, page 12

Condos & Homes for sale information
acket available on campus Call
larguerite C21 541-3432

6

10 Acres MobileHome Arroyo Grande
Mesa $200,000 Call 544-2757

TYPING

SR PROJECTS ET AL 541-4761 EVES/
WKNDS PEGGY.___________________
WORD PROCESSING - FAST, PRO
FESSIO N A L, $ 1 .50/double-spaced
page. Resumes, senior projects, term
papers. Marcy. 541-4214

69 BMW RUNS STRONG BUT NEEDS
TLC CALL 541-6969 OR 773-5576
'
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Bed w/frame, 2 dressers, nightstand
matching $385 Kim 544-0620 AFTNS
CAMP COUNSELORS for teen pro
gram at Cal Poly. Now thru 8/29, flex,
schedule allows time for your classes.
Must be collage grad. Pete Lenn, Pres.
Active Learning Inc. (80S) 546-4600

2 bdm appts Furn or unfurn 9 mon lease
Pool Tennis Free utilities call 544-2176
DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at $395. Low Security Depos
its. Phone Daily 9am-6pm.238-4080
1227 Corral Creek PR._______________

Delta Coneulting Servicea la aeeking
CeC or MIS eenlor or grad atudent
who hae extenalve experience on
MS-DOS baaed MIeroeomputera.
Knowledge of accounting helpful.
028-7283

Large 2&1-bedroom furn or unfurn.
Walk to Poly. Pool,Laundry. Some
townhouses. $425/$610.Large 2-bedroom. 1 1/2 bath town-house. Quiet
with view $575/mo.Most units water,
garbage, and cable TV Paid. 12 Months
Lease. Available now. 546-9236 5442402

Person to work 2hrs., tues, wed.fri,
cleaning instruments for a dental office
in SLO. 541-3210

COMPLETE IBM/XT,AT COMPATIBLE
computer Systems for home &business. Completely installed Aserviced
for as low as $730. For Info call Aaron
543-4400

Happy Hour N on . - Fri. 3pm - 6pm

j

- M A M A ■

Marnas^ Celebrating W ith

1$ 2 .0 0 of
on any 2 item'
16" pizza
(Complete Italian Dinners also Available)

Offer g o o d t h r u 8 / 6 / 8 7
N o n . • Fri. 1 1 :3 0 a m -lO p m
Sun. 4pm - lOpm

1 7 9 North S an ta R osa St.
San Luis O bispo
5 4 1 -5 2 1 1
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The only full-service complex in town.
One price pays it all. Check it out...
—All utilities paid (major)
—Great Food Service
—Activities
—Pool/Saunas
—Maid Service
—Concerned Management
—Free unlimited Parking
—Close to School

1050 Foothill Blvd.,SLO
544-4540
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SOCIALIST
From page 1
government.
“ We can’t patch up Democracy
anymore,” she said. “ We must
start new.”
Kenoyer said her program
would stress national health care,
full employment, a balanced
budget and, “ calling all our
military men overseas home.”
“ The Socialist Party advocates
a classless, non-racist, feminist
society in which individuals work
together, both at home and in the
community,” she said. “ Socialism
is a way of life.”
As a presidential candidate,
Kenoyer finds the hardest thing

to do is get on the ballot. “ You
can’t vote for me even if you
wanted to,” she said.
Kenoyer said she would have to
get 176,000 signatures from
registered Socialist Party voters
in order to get on the California
ballot. With this rule, Kenoyer
said she’d have to “ find 76,000
new socialists.”
“ I also don’t have the big
money or group support the
others do,” she said.
But Kenoyer realizes she has a
tough job ahead of her. “ It’s go
ing to take the American people
time to seriously consider a so
cialist candidate,” she said,
“ Then again. I’m a dreamer. If I
wasn’t, I sure in the hell wouldn’t
be a socialist candidate.”

Shorter library hours
for summer quarter
By C . Morris
Staff Witter

R O B ER T E. K ENNEDY
Library won’t be open as long
this summer as it was during the
academic year.
The library will be open 66.5
hours a week this quarter instead
of the usual 89.5 hours due to
lack of funds and a substantial

Even with one-third of the
regular student body enrolled for
summer here, library usage
“ doesn’t even compare with
usage during the regular school
year,” said Circulation Super
visor Joan Kennedy. The circula
tion desk averages 1,000 people a
night after 5 p.m. Monday
through Thursday during the

summer library hours
Mon.-Thurs..... 7:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Fri.............7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sun.............1 to 5 p.m.

reserve room hours
Mon.-Thurs. ..7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Fri........... 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat........... 1 to 5 p.m.
Sun........... 1 to 8 p.m.
drop in usage, said Dean of
Library Services David Walch.
Cal Poly gives the library a set
amount of money each year. But
because there is less demand for
library services in the summer,
expenses are kept low. Cutting
summer hours guarantees there
will be more money to maintain
longer hours during the academic
year when demand is high.
In a study done by the
California
State
University
system. Cal Poly’s library is open
more hours during the summer
than all other CSU schools ex
cept Long Beach, which is open
six more hours a week.

DEATH
From page 11
Lt, Sabath said an investiga
tion is underway to determine
whether Barcellos was driving
negligently. A witness driving
behind
Barcellos said that
Barcellos was not speeding or
driving erratically.
Sabath said no charges have
been filed, although, he added, if
charges are filed they will pro
bably be for misdemeanor in
voluntary manslaughter.
Connors was a senior biological
sciences major.

Where can you find

regular school year. So far the
average has been 58 people a
night this summer, Kennedy said
there are usually more employees
working in the library than peo
ple using the library’s services.
Paul Adalian, head of the
reference department, said the
reference room staff helps 35 to
40 students an hour on an
average Sunday during the aca
demic year. In the summer the
staff helps that many in a fourhour period.
This summer is no different
than summers past. Library
hours have always been shorten
ed during the summer.

GEOGRAPHY
From page 1
Much of this, he said, comes
from a lack of knowledge in
geography.
The Los Angeles Times
reported of a Pierce College
geography teacher who said
many of her foreign students
know more about the United
States than her American stu
dents do.
“ Geography is concepts, ideas,
m ap
re a d in g
an d
o th e r
geographic fundamentals,” the
teacher said, “ and are basic
skills, as important as learning to
read and write and count.”
Calvin Wilvert, a Cal Poly
geography professor, said he
finds that even the best Cal Poly
students have had very little
background in geography before
reaching the university level.
“ People tend to regard
geography as old fashioned,”
said Wilvert, “ while in Britain
and many other European na
tions it is considered a major
discipline.”
The
National
Geographic
Foundation has put some of its
resources into reform
of
geographic education. This year
the organization will spend about
$4 million on geography educa
tion and has already distributed
more than six million free maps
to schools.
With the new emphasis on
geography and efforts led by the

B y J e a n n e D en v ir
Staff Writer

THE SAN LUIS OBISPO Ci
ty Council voted last week to
allocate $3,000 for the Poly
Royal Board from the GrantsIn-Aid program.
Other local organizations were
not as fortunate, however, with
the council voting to reduce re
quested funding for 13 agencies
and denying funding for four
other agencies.
“ We cut some of the agencies
because the council policy re
quires that the money given to
the agencies must be justifiable
in terms of assisting the city,
culture or the residents,” said
council member GlennaDeanne
Dovey. “ We prefer not to give a
group money to go out and raise
more money.”
The Friendship School and the
San Luis Obispo Criterium were
the only other agencies not to
have requested funding reduced
by the council.
The PCC started the GrantsIn-Aid cycle for the 1987-88
fiscal year by advertising in the
local media for n onprofit

iots more?

0

•Wliich of the following is the best reason for not raising
hogs in the Middle East?
a) the climate prevents hog raising
b) religious beliefs forbid eating pork
c) cattle are a cheaper source of meat
d) corn cannot be grown to feed hogs
•Bangladesh and The Netherlands have the following in
common:
a) Islam is the major religion
If
b) both are in Europe
&
c) both are extremely densely populated
d) coffee is the main crop of each country
•The following major city Is located on Lake Michigan:
a) Detroit
_
b) Cleveland
c) Chicago
d) Philadelphia
•England, Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland constitute
the nation of:

a) Great Britain
b) United Kingdom
c) British Isles
d) Commonwealth
q ‘D‘ 0 ‘q ‘p :sjaM$uy

National Geographic Founda
tion, educators said they hope
every young American has a bet

ter understanding of the world
by the time they graduate from
high school.

organizations to submit pro staff of the PCC . The subcom
posals for funding. Twenty-two mittee recommended that the
applications were accepted and budget be reduced to $44,900.
the total funding recommended
“ The budget approved for
by the PCC was $52,000.
fiscal year 1987-88 is $49,770,
On July 7, the council decided and the remaining $4,000 will go
to postpone the PCC Grants- back to the PCC budget,” said
In-Aid public hearing because of
Dovey.
the lateness of the hour. A PCC
In fiscal year 1985-86, 16
council subcommittee consisting
of Dovey and council member agencies received funds totalling
Penny Rappa was then formed to $43,750. This fiscal year, 19
meet with the chairperson and agencies received $48,595.

SUBS...
START

NEXT YEAR...
Enjoy Quiet and Privacy
at

ta $ Cà$tlò$
Deluxe one bedroom townhomes
3 blocks from campus

pictures of your
the weekend, and

•Which has the most hours of daylight on December 21st?
a) Los Angeles
b) London
c) the equator
d) Sydney, Australia

Poly Royal Board receives funds

news of campus,
friends, ideas for

Cal Poly geography professor Calvin Wilvert said every high
school student with a solid geography education should be able
to answer all o f the following questions correctly.

LEASING NOW FOR FALL QUARTER
CALL 543-2032 for more information
OFFICE AT: 1377 STAFFORD ST #2, SLO, CA

END

PROGRAM YOUR OWN
MASTERPIECE
At Nero’s you’re the creative genius behind
your own personal masterpiece. We offer a
choice of 28 cold subs (including choices like
traditional Italian salami with provolone - all
made with fresh lettuce, tomatoe, onion, pepperoncini, and choice of dressing.) We also offer
a choice of 5 special hot subs like veal par
migiana
or meatballs parmigiana! The
possibilities are endless - come program your
masterpiece today.

FREE
DELIVERY

e JN E R O ’S
'^l>lzza » paMa

CALL
543-1114

